JAAN TERASMAE, RECIPIENT OF THE THIRD W. A. JOHNSTON MEDAL FOR 1990
The W. A. Johnston Medal is the highest award of the Canadian Quaternary Association, and is given for professional excellence in Quaternary research. Nominations can be made on behalf of anyone with a demonstrated publication record who has contributed to Quaternary Research in Canada or abroad. The nominator must be a member of the Canadian Quaternary Association and a nominee may be a researcher residing any where in the world. Further information on the background of the W. A. Johnston Medal is outlined in the preamble of the first award (Morgan, 1988) His broad, interdisciplinary approach led to pioneer in advances in many fields and in different geographic regions in Canada. For example he conducted the first pollen studies of the Toronto interglacial, the St. Pierre interstadial, and the Missinaibi "interglacial" of northern Ontario. Jaan was responsible for re-assessing the age of the Champlain Sea in Québec and Ontario (and pushing the age back in time); he helped to establish the postglacial vegetation history of the St. Lawrence Valley and made numerous transects across Ontario to provide modern baseline studies for the vegetational history. Jaan was also responsible for the first listing of diatom species from the Toronto interglacial as well as projects from as far afield as Nova Scotia to the Arctic Islands, and from the Vancouver region to the Mackenzie Delta.
In 1968 Dr. Terasmae was appointed as Professor at Brock University and one year later he became departmental chairman. In the twenty years that have elapsed he has twice served as Department Chairman, and has supervised over forty thesis topics. In the early years of his tenure at Brock the department concentrated on Quaternary research. Jaan was able to continue making substantial progress on topics as varied as the déglaciation of eastern Ontario, the problems of marl dating, and a continuation of his studies of early vegetational colonisation in southern Ontario. His contributions to the scientific literature are equally formidable with well over 100 publications, a selection of which are listed in the references below.
Jaan has also served the various scientific bodies with which he has been connected with honour and distinction. These As seen above, Jaan Terasmae is well known for contributions in many areas of Quaternary science both in Europe and in North America. All of his nominees stressed his committment to an interdisciplinary approach to research, and particularly his pioneering work in palynology in Canada. It is for these reasons that we are most pleased to see him receive the 1990 W. A. Johnston Medal for meritorious service to the Canadian Quaternary community.
Alan V. MORGAN, Canadian Quaternary Association
In accepting the W. A. Johnston Medal Dr. Terasmae expressed his surprise at receiving the medal. He considered that it was a great honour; one which deserved to be shared by many former students and colleagues, and particularly by his wife. 
